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WORKSHEET SAMPLES (CONT.)
An initial survey of members was used to illustrate the variations 
in nomenclature and potential consequences. 

DOSE UNITS– TARGET NAMING: Most members used dose 
units of cGy vs. Gy to specify names for target structures (e.g. 
PTV5040 vs. PTV50.4) to avoid potential errors or problems with 
use of the period character

DOSE UNITS– DVH METRICS: Most members used dose units 
of Gy vs. cGy to specify DVH metrics (e.g. lung V20Gy[%] vs. 
V2000cGy[%]).

VOLUME UNITS– DVH METRICS: Most members used 
volume units of cc vs. ml. 

SEGMENTED VS. NON-SEGMENTED PTVS: When multiple 
dose levels are used (e.g. PTV7000, PTV6800, PTV5400) for 
volumes that overlap, value for high dose metrics (e.g. Max[Gy]) 
vary substantially dependent on whether the high dose volumes 
are subtracted out of the low dose volumes. Most members used 
segmented PTVs, but many large institutions used non- 
segmented PTVs.

WORKSHEET SAMPLES
The current worksheet contains >550 non-target structures. 
Below is an sampling illustrating application of the guiding 
principles. Where possible structures are mapped to the 
corresponding Foundational Model of Anatomy ID (FMAID).

PHASE I
Develop nomenclature recommendations with focus on ability to 
work within current vended systems, and compatibility with  
trials groups (e.g. NRG), DICOM standards, IHERO.

The full list of non-target & target structure names is large. We 
are working from guiding principles to specific examples.  

Member group will carry out trial usage in routine clinical 
practice to test viability and reveal  unanticipated issues.

There is significant variability within and among institutions in 
nomenclatures used to define structures, targets and DVH metrics. 
This undermines efforts to automate submission of data as part of 
trials, to aggregate statistics on a clinic’s own experience or to 
share data in multi-institutional collaborations.

The charge of Task Group 263 is to examine the nomenclatures in 
use, consider constraints imposed by vended systems, find com- 
mon ground in clinical users preferences, and make recommend- 
ations.

The task group is composed of members representing a broad 
range of stakeholders: physics, physicians, dosimetrists, vendors, 
large academic and small clinics, domestic and international, 
clinical trials groups, DICOM and IHERO standards groups.

This poster presents some of the task group’s preliminary 
findings. Feedback from the community to help guide the task 
group is welcome. 

Structure nomenclature variation: Di�ering string/ 
display constraints among vended systems were 
signi�cant contributors to variation, followed by user 
preferences. The greatest variation in nomenclature 
was observed for structures encapsulating multiple 
concepts such a laterality, multiple component organs, 
and targets with varying dose and risk level. 

TAKE THE 
SURVEY 

YOURSELF!
www.med.umich.edu/radonc

Figure XX. Target Attributes Map – In order to capture more relevant target information and 
suggest naming conventions, the following target attributes map is under development.
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STANDARDIZING RADIATION ONCOLOGY NOMENCLATURE

Lt Optic Nerve 
OPTICN_L
OPTNRV_L
optic_nrv_l
L_optic_nerve 
OPTIC_NRV_L 
OpticNerve_L
LOPTIC

Left Optic Nerve

Rt Femur
FEMUR_R
RtFemur
FemurRt
FEMUR_RT
RFEMUR
R_FEMUR

Right Femur

Lungs
LUNGs

LUNG_TOTAL
combined_lung

LUNG
BilatLung

Lung_Both

Both Lungs

PTV5040
PTV_Low

PTVn
PTV_5040

PTV50
PTV-N-5040

PTV2

Nodal PTV 
going to 50.4 Gy

TARGET STRUCTURES
The first 3 characters specify the target type: PTV, CTV, GTV.
Evaluating use of ITV, since adoption of proper ICRU definition of the 
structure is highly variable, in favor may not use a predefined value. List 
of preferred pre-defined values will be create of more explicit: IGTV, 
ICTV. IGTV is the motion encompassing GTV and ICTV is the motion 
encompassing CTV.
If there is a qualifier on target name, it is at the end following a ‘^’ 
character
  
 

If dose is specified it is at the end of the Target String following the last 
underscore.
If the target is to be classified as primary or nodal the characters ‘p’ and 
‘n’ will follow the target type without an underscore (e.g  GTVp or 
PTVn).
If there are spatially distinct targets that are to be numbered, the number 
directly follows the target classifier if there is one (p or n) or the target 
type otherwise (e.g. PTV1, GTV2, PTVp1,PTVp2).
If there are anatomic qualifiers, an underscore is used to separate them 
from the target type/qualifier/enumerator (e.g. PTVp_RUL_ 7000, 
GTV1_LLL).
If there is a Qualifier string it, it may or may not use a predefined value. 
Need to define the preferred list of predefined values.
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Target String

PTVp1_7000   Eval>

Quali�er String

The string before the ‘^’ is the Target String, 
the string following is the Quali�er String.

NON-TARGET STRUCTURES
Case Insensitive (i.e. no camel case), but noting that all caps 
are not recommended for readability.
No spaces, but use _ instead.
Only characters that can be used in XML.
Characters should be 16 or fewer, but noting that shorter 
names are better to account for use of derived structure names 
such as _OPT or _EVAL.
Laterality specified by _L or _R. When both are specified, the 
plural is used (Breast_L, Breast_R, and Breasts).
Allow two mappings such that Lung_L and L_Lung as well 
as Optic_Nrv_L and L_Optic_Nrv are equivalent.
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